Flexible Meeting Minutes
May 5th, 2016 9:30-10:30am

Introduction

- Executive Committee update – Funds were broken down into detail in how it will be dispersed, sensor costs were discussed and how many would be needed.
- Associate member update – contracts being filled out and signed, currently no news on when associates will join in on teams.

Research Ideas

- Approvals for test sections need to be completed by September.
- Topics that would not work:
  - Porous pavements – used in places like trails, parking lots but not on roadways.
- Top ideas for tech transfer:
  - Longitudinal joints
  - Tack coats
  - DCT testing
- Top ideas for test sections:
  - Thin overlays
  - Inner layers
  - Reflective cracking

To do:

- Ben will send the team a worksheet to complete—top 5 research ideas/topics of interest to discuss in further detail at the next meeting on the 19th.